Let {Cx : x € X} be a family of subsets of some set Y. A purely topological condition is given that is both necessary and sufficient for f]{Cx : x € X} to be nonvoid. Applications to minimax theorems are sketched.
Main results
Let Y be a nonvoid set and {Cx : x e X} a family of nonvoid subsets of Y (X a nonvoid index set). Let C* := {x e X : y £ Cx}, y e Y, denote the system of conjugate sets and set i?(X) := {A c X : A finite nonvoid}. We shall prove the following two theorems: Here subsets of topological spaces are endowed with the relative topology, and we set f]{C* : y e 0} = X. Theorem 2. The following are equivalent:
(a) f]{Cx : x eA} ^ 0 for all Ae g(X), i. c, the sets Cx, x e X, have the finite intersection property.
(b) There exist topologies on X and Y such that (i) every set Cx , x e X, is open, (ii) for every open G c Y the subset f]{C* : y e G} is closed, (iii) every subset C\{CX : x e A}, Ae %(X), is connected or empty, (iv) every subset C\{C* :y e B}, B cY, is connected or empty.
Our proof of these two dual theorems is entirely elementary. It owes some inspiration to the study of minimax theorems (compare also the examples below). The source of the idea dates back to 1959 when Wu pointed out [18] that the only property of convex sets that is actually needed in the proof of minimax theorems is their connectedness. Until now, many authors have used and developed further Wu's method (cf. Tuy [17] , Joo [6] , Stacho [16] , Komornik [12] , Geraghty-Lin [3] , Komiya [10, 11] , Kindler-Trost [8] , and Horvath [5] just to mention a few).
Correspondences with constant selector
It is convenient to reformulate our intersection problem in terms of correspondences. In the following, let X and Y be nonvoid sets and 3> a correspondence from X to Y, i.e., a mapping Q>: X ^ 3°(Y) := {B c Y : B ^ 0}. A mapping f: X ^ Y is a selector for $ iff f(x) e O(x) for all x e X . (o) and (iv) are obvious.
(ii) For G e 9~y and U = {x e X : O(x) c G} we have U^0=>yeG^G=Y^U = X. (1) C\mx): x e A} = 0.
Step I. We may choose A such that (2) f|{*(Jc) :xeC}^0 for all C c X with card C < card ,4.
Since <P(x) is nonvoid for every x e X, there exist xx, x2e A with X! ^ x2 .
We set E = A -{x,, x2} and V{x) = flW) : < 6 E u {x}}. Then by (2) and (iii) Step 3. 
Minimax and preminimax versions
For the rest of the paper let X and Y be nonvoid sets and a: X x Y -» R an extended real-valued function on the cartesian product. We set a* = sup inf a(x, y), a* = inf sup a(x, y), xexy$Y yzrxex a* = sup inf maxa(x, y).
A£g'(X)y£Y X-^A Then a* < a* < a* is always true. We say that a fulfills (the minimax relation) MM iff a* = a*, (the preminimax relation) PMM iff a* = a*, and (the minimum minimax relation) MMM iff supx6^ a(x, y) = a* for some yeY.
The intersection problem and the minimax problem are related as follows: Then PMM holds.
Proof. For X > a» let O(x) = {a(x, •) < X} , x e X. Then conditions (i) and (ii) imply conditions (i) and (ii) in Corollary 2, and conditions (iii) and (iv) imply conditions (iv) and (iii) in Corollary 2 as in the proof of Example 4.1. Now by Remark 5(iv) the assertion follows from Corollary 2.
As a special case we obtain the following unconventional version of Sion's minimax theorem [15] . Example 5.1. Let X and Y be convex subsets of topological vector spaces such that (i) a is upper semicontinuous in x , (ii) a is upper semicontinuous in y, (iii) a is quasi-concave in x, (iv) a is quasi-convex in y. Assume, moreover, that there is another topology on Y such that (o) y is compact and a is lower semicontinuous in y.
Then MMM holds.
Proof. By Examples 4.2 and 5 conditions (i)-(iv) imply a* = a*, and from (o) we easily infer a* -a*.
AN OPEN PROBLEM
In [1, 2] Fan proved the following theorem with the aid of his infinitedimensional version of the Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz Theorem:
Theorem (Fan) . Let X be a compact convex subset of a topological vector space. Assume that O is a correspondence from X to X such that (i) every <P(x), x e X, is closed, (ii) every <£>*(y), y e X, is convex, (iii) x e O(x) for every x e X. Then O has a constant selector. As Fan's Theorem has a lot of interesting applications it would be very desirable to have a simple proof-and perhaps even a generalization to nonconvex situations-of this important result.
Problem. In the above situation let y be the (relative) vector space topology on X. Find a topology y on X such that <P is an upper (resp. lower) semicontinuous correspondence from (X, ET\) to (X, y), every value O(x), x e X, is y-closed (resp. y-open), and every subset f^|{0(jc) : x e A}, A e %(X), is y-connected or empty. If this problem is solved then Fan's Theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1* and Remark 3 or Theorem 2*, respectively. On the other hand, once Fan's Theorem is proved such topologies can be found easily: Take H2=Hy as in the proof of Theorem 1* (2*).
Question. Can the above problem be solved without using any version of the KKM-Theorem?
